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PROVIDING ANSWERS YOU NEED / WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST

Welcome to the Pure Air Doctor™ ETA System™
In this Report you’ll learn:

• How to test your entire home for over 500 health robbing toxins.
• How to get the most accurate and “easy to understand” results.
• How to do it cost-affordably, and have a professional expert personally guide you.
• How to get your Home and Your Health Back Again!

Studies from the EPA reveal that 100% of people tested have toxic
chemical exposure from within their home environment.
These chemicals create inflammation, hormonal imbalances, digestion issues, brain and neurological
damage, sleep problems, anxiety, environmentally induced cancer and many more health issues.

The Pure Air Doctor™ ETA/System™ is designed to evaluate your exposure
to a full range of environmental toxins and the reasons they are occurring.
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The first secret is, Most people always check for
mold spores—thinking that’s their problem.

Every home in the world has
mold spores.
Yet, just testing for mold spores does not
tell you if:
• The mold is actively growing.
• Why the problem is actually happening.
• Or, if mold is the only problem.

This is important because a typical mold spore
test does not identify hidden active growing
mold within your walls.
They generally only test in one or two rooms.
Most often there are other contaminants that
you didn’t test for, and they can skew a mold
spore test to make the results look better or
worse than what they really are. This can result
in you spending money to fix a problem that
really wasn’t that bad, wasn’t the real problem,
or worse yet....have you continue suffering with
your health challenges because the limited test
missed the real problem!

Ask Yourself: Do You Suffer from any of these Symptoms
Sleep Problems
Low Energy
Reoccurring Illnesses
Eyes, Nose & Throat Irritation
Cold or Flu-Like Symptoms

Fact:

Respiratory & Sinus Issues
Infections
Asthma
Skin Rashes
Digestive Problems

Headaches
Brain Fog
Inflammation
Anxiety
Depression

The World Health Organization (WHO) estimates that about a quarter of
the diseases facing mankind today occur due to prolonged exposure to
environmental pollution.
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The Second Secret is: Simply knowing WHAT toxins were
found in your home, won’t tell you WHY they are there.
So you won’t know what “Steps to Take” to fix the problem.

The main thing to understand... Having a clear picture of what

indoor toxins are impacting your health is important, but it’s not ALL YOU NEED
TO KNOW.
You’ll still need a clear understanding of:
• Why the toxins are there, followed by having
a “step-by-step” blueprint to know what you
need to do next to get rid of them.
This means that only having a report that
identifies the toxins in your home —
Doesn’t help you solve the problem.

You have to know what’s causing the
problem in order to solve it.
We’ve helped so many people that have
spent years, and thousands of dollars on
tests that provided wrong answers or no
answers at all! All of these attempts have only
provided frustrating results, lost time, and
health that continues to spiral downward.

Addressing symptoms doesn’t work. SOLVING PROBLEMS IS THE KEY.

Are These in Your Home?
Radon
Radiation
• Radon
• Radioactive by products

Semi VOC’s
• Mattresses
• Carpeting
• Vinyl/Laminate flooring
• Drywall/Insulation
• Furniture

Dust
• Human Hair/Skin
• Mold Spores
• Tracked in Allergens
• Flame Retardants
• Plasticizers

Allergens
• Mold
• Biotoxins
• Mycotoxins
• Pollution
• Dust Mites
• Pollen

Toxins and other indoor pollutants
can negatively affect your health,
damaging your body over time.

Ultra-Fine
Particles
• Viruses
• Smog
• Pollution
• Cooking Smoke

Chemicals
• Cleaning Products
• Personal Care Products
• Plug in Deodorizers
• Laundry Softeners
• Pet Care Products
• Pest Control
• Dry Cleaned Clothes
• Paint
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The third secret is: Just because you can’t see
any toxins, doesn’t mean that they’re not there.

—You can’t see hidden mold within your walls.
—You can’t see chemicals in your home.
—You can’t see ultra-fine particles in the air.
Most of the really harmful toxins and indoor
air and water contaminants are not visible.
They are what is known as “Ultrafine”
contaminants. Everybody can see dust
particles floating in the air near a window
with the sun shinning in. Although there
appears to be many of them, these visible
particles only make up about 10% of the
total particle contaminants.

Your Doctor

This is key because these visible particles
might cause you to dust more or vacuum
more. They are not the real source of toxins
you are breathing in. You see particles that
are visible generally are too large to get
into the respiratory system. However,
the other 90% of non visible, or “Ultrafine”
contaminants are the most dangerous.

Wouldn’t Expect to Get
an Accurate Diagnosis of Your Health
from Only one Test... the Same is True
in Getting an Accurate Diagnosis of
The Health of Your Home.
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Knowing what contaminants you have in your home doesn’t
really solve the whole problem. It requires an understanding of
the potential conditions that may have caused these problems.

A Sampling of what Toxins & Conditions the ETA/System™ Test For

•T
 he ETA/System™ provides you
results based upon sampling in
EVERY room of your home.
• Comprehensive,

yet easy-to-understand written
reports identifying problems found
•Air samples are analyzed by 3rd party
accredited laboratories
• 2-hour Unique Whole House Mold Sampling
and analysis to detect Active Growing Mold…
even hidden in your walls
• 2-Hour Full Scan sampling and analysis for
over 500+ chemicals and levels detected

• Complete Identification of all chemicals found
and the sources creating them
• Medical Grade Laser Air Quality Monitor
detecting ultrafine particulates
• Carbon Dioxide – A strong indicator of a home
poorly ventilated and low oxygen level

• Confirms the effectiveness of recent or past
remediation projects
• Analyzes your chemical exposure from
building material used in the construction
of your home and recent renovations or
remodeling projects
• Confirms what level of toxic exposure is being
caused by contaminants created by people and
pet activity versus poor home ventilation
• Determines what contaminants are
being introduced into the home from
outside sources
• Identifies what level of chemicals are actually
coming from sources such as paint, new
carpeting, furniture and cleaning products.
• Identifies contaminants and/or conditions
created due to inadequate performance of your
homes furnace and air conditioning system

• Temperature

• Tests the effectiveness of current filtration or
purification systems being used

• Humidity-Check the entire home, too much
humidity creates more mold potential

• Identifies contaminants that create toxic
impact to pets

• Radon/Radioactivity Exposure – The #1 Cause
of Lung Cancer in nonsmokers, as well as
having a neurological impact

• Identifies toxins that are especially harmful to
babies, the elderly or those with compromised
immune systems
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A Cost Affordable Comprehensive Air Testing System that:
• Detects over 500 Toxins within Your Home
• Identifies potential Conditions that could be causing Contaminants to Occur
•3
 -Month Access to our online Weekly “Ask the Expert” Program to get your questions
answered regarding the steps you plan to take if corrective action is needed.
It’s clear why our comprehensive ETA™ Air Test System is your only choice when
determining how healthy your home really is, and how it may impact your health.

The Pure Air Doctor™ Pledge
• The team at Pure Air Doctor™ is committed to excellence with over 37 years experience in creating
healthy solutions for people, pets & families.
• Our ongoing mission is to provide the most advanced technologies that detect your exposure to
unhealthy environmental toxins.
• Every one of our ETA Systems™ goes through our Certificate of Performance process. This includes a
complete diagnostic check of every component before it arrives at your door, confirming that each
system truly delivers what we promise. Air samples are analyzed by 3rd party accredited laboratories.
• To provide guidance and answers from our Pure Air Doctor™ Team of Professionals.

Our Pure Air Doctor™ team are Licensed, Certified and Accredited as:
• Registered Environmental Evaluators
• Certified Indoor Environmental Advisors
• Certified Mold Inspectors
• Certified Building Inspectors
• Licensed Residential and Commercial Builders

• Licensed Mechanical Contractors
• Licensed HVAC Contractors
•M
 embers of the Indoor Air Quality
Association (IAQA)

Pure Air Doctor™ - ETA/System™

Endorsed by Doctors and Health Care Practitioners as one of the Most Cost Affordable,
Comprehensive Testing Systems, identifying potential environmental toxins
contributing to unresolved health issues.

It’s Time to Get a Whole House Health Checkup from Pure Air Doctor™ Today.
CALL US TOLL FREE

800-234-6399
™
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